
BROOK HOUSE INQUIRY 

First Witness Statement of Mark Hartley-King 

I provide this statement in response to a request under Rule 9 of the Inquiry Rules 2006 

dated 12 July 2021.

I, Mark Hartley-King, a grade six civil servant assigned to investigations within Home 

Office Security, of E DPA will say as follows: 

Introduction 

In so far as the contents of this statement are within my own personal knowledge, 

they are true, otherwise they are true to the best of my knowledge, information and 

belief. 

2. The answers provided below are to the best of my knowledge and recollection, with 

reference to the documents noted in the Rule 9 request and to documents which I 

have been able to locate during the period provided for drafting this statement. 

Should the Inquiry wish me to consult any other documents, I would of course be 

able to do so if given sufficient time. 

The PSU, my role, and the Department 
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From 2006 to 2020 I was the Assistant Director (a grade seven) assigned to the 

Home Office's Professional Standards Unit (PSU). The primary aim of the PSU is 

to investigate serious misconduct complaints. Complaints are referred to us from 

elsewhere in the Home Office. 

In the context of the Inquiry, this would likely mean a complaint from a detained 

person. The subject matter of complaints dealt with by the PSU includes certain 

serious incidents concerning Home Office staff or contractors. The PSU did have 

other duties not relevant here. At the time it was comprised of around 50 staff. 

I have been asked to provide this statement to assist a Public Inquiry with any factual 

evidence as known to me. It may be helpful, before I do, to set out some basic points 

of procedure, which have been asked of me, and expand upon the PSU's role. 

Administratively, today, as in 2017, the PSU and myself sit in a different Director-

led division (which tend to be known as Directorates) to Detention and Escorting 

Services (DES), and indeed from Immigration Enforcement as a whole, under a 

different Director General (DG). This is because the PSU's remit extends to every 

Director General area, from Border Force, encompassing all air and sea ports, to 

Asylum and Protection, Her Majesty's Passport Office and what was UK Visas and 

Immigration, to other functions within the wider Home Office. As I will explain 

later in this statement, this separation also helps to ensure the independence of the 

PSU from DES. 

6. In this respect my direct knowledge of Brook House Immigration Removal Centre 

(IRC) is deeply restricted and the PSU's remit is limited in scope, to reactive 

investigation where tasked pursuant to a relevant policy. Each DG function, to 
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varying extents, has their own complaints handling facilities and related teams who 

assess allegations. Equally they have their own teams who carry out certain 

assurance work to ensure adherence to operational guidelines. These are in addition 

to 'line' management or 'command' lines. Detention & Escorting Services are no 

exception. Therefore, whilst I cannot offer testimony into how all complaints are 

handled at Brook House IRC, I can speak to those referred to the PSU. The 

Department, i.e the Home Office, with respect to its immigration functions 

categorised complaints, as published, into three distinct types. 

a. Service complaints, as the name suggests relate to the provision of services. 

b Minor Misconduct (or those suitable for local resolution) may include one off 

incidents of poor behaviour by staff. In a Detention Services context this would 

likely mean a complaint in these categories being dealt with by local contractor 

investigation beyond the PSU's brief. 

c. Finally, there are complaints which (if substantiated would) constitute Serious 

Misconduct, those are cases that should be referred to PSU. 

7. Given the scale of the Department's operations the numbers involved are large in 

all complaint types (Service, Minor and Serious). There is an element of triage in 

every Director led division. 

8. Detention Service Order, (DSO) 3/15 Handling of complaints describes the role of 

the relevant team in Detention & Escorting Services, and I understand that the 

Inquiry has access to this document. There existed a Director led division within 
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UKVI with responsibility for complaints and correspondence alone who issued the 

published guidance and monitored performance and published statistics for the 

Department's immigration functions as a whole. Within guidance, as part of the 

Home Office's approach, there should be a decision made as to whether or not a 

referral is required to PSU, or a PSU officer be commissioned to investigate a given 

complaint. The PSU has never been able to 'self elect' or directly take forward an 

investigation without this authority. 

9. Equally the PSU should not examine complaints in relation to healthcare. This is 

due to the relevant policy set by Detention & Escorting Services, upon which I am 

not best placed to comment but they have, I understand, specific provisions in place 

for these with healthcare providers. In practical terms PSU staff are not medically 

trained. I have been asked to elaborate here on the training that PSU staff do have. 

At the relevant time, training covered a wide variety of aspects and remains broadly 

the same to the present day as far as I am aware. For instance, training delivered by 

the National Tactical Response Group, within HM Prison and Probation Service, in 

Control and Restraint and Home Office Manual for Escorting Safety. The former is 

the training undertaken by Immigration Removal Detention Custody Officers and 

the latter are the tactics delivered to Escorting officers, such as those who remove 

detainees on charter flights. The purpose of these sessions is to provide 

understanding of the correct and proper implementation of restraint techniques used 

in the differing areas. Going beyond this, investigators also undertake Personal 

Safety Training, to at least a standard of level 2. The primary basis of this course is 

for the health and safety providing defensive techniques, but it also provides an 

awareness in circumstances where the use of force is used in such situations. A base 

line standard, across the unit though, is an accredited Level 7 BTEC course, said to 

be the equivalent of an undergraduate degree in investigation practices, which 
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highlights a number of useful areas. Beyond this, investigators complete a 

designated investigative interview course designed to best achieve the collection of 

evidence from those making complaints and they also complete an ACAS 

employment investigative courses. This enhances knowledge of investigating 

complaints relating to Bullying, Harassment and Discrimination, which we find 

transferrable to some extent, to those we receive from external complainants. There 

are a variety of specialisms as well; some officers have undertaken the 

Professionalising Investigation Programme (PIP) training, including arrest training, 

with all this entails. Of note, especially at that time, was the Assessment Care in 

Detention and Teamwork awareness training which provides the actions to follow 

should a concern be identified of regarding the welfare of a detainee. This course is 

currently being redeveloped by the Home Office. 

10. Returning to the complaints process set by Detention & Escorting Services, it 

operated similar procedures with respect to complaints to those of the wider 

immigration functions, which is provided for in their Detention Service Orders. At 

the time of the Relevant Period DSO 3/2015 was in force, covering complaints 

handling. It carried within it the provision that staff and contractors should ensure 

serious misconduct complaints are referred to the PSU. More broadly, the relevant 

DSO in common with Departmental wide guidance, outlines PSU's target to 

complete investigations in 12 weeks. This policy is not produced by PSU, but we 

are bound to it, as service providers for the DG area. The reality is these are triaged 

by each office and Director led division across the Department for transmission to 

the PSU. 

11. The most common misconception is the PSU receives complaints directly from the 

public, it does not and the overall framework for the Department is complex. For 
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example, any allegation which contains an element of criminality is referred by the 

PSU to the local police if this has not been done by the local division. This I 

understood had occurred in relation to certain cases at Brook House IRC by the time 

the PSU were asked to examine some specific allegations in November 2017. In 

any event any case referred to the PSU which involved criminality should be 

referred to the police. It is a matter for the police how such allegations are 

investigated in parallel to that by the PSU, although the PSU does liaise with the 

police throughout its investigation as required. An example, pertinent here, might 

be where a detainee detained in an IRC alleges that they were assaulted. The matter 

will be referred to the police at the outset and they will conduct their own enquiries, 

on occasions, facilitated by evidence gathered by the PSU. The PSU will also 

continue its own internal investigation into the matter unless the police prefer this 

not to be the case, and wish to take primacy. That decision, as I say, is an operational 

matter for the relevant Force in respect of each allegation referred to them. The PSU 

does not seek to influence the police in whether and when they carry out their 

independent investigation. 

Process 

12. On receipt of a serious misconduct complaint from the relevant Director led division 

to the PSU, the assessment of the complaint is confirmed by a Senior Investigating 

Officer (SIO) who are Senior Executive Officers or equivalent grades. The 

complaint is then allocated to an Investigating Officer and Assistant Investigating 

Officer to progress. Investigating Officers are Higher Executive Officer or 

equivalent grade and Assistant Investigating Officers are Executive Officer (EO) or 

equivalent grade. I should add that the EOs will have a role in the initial assessment 

of complaints, supporting SIOs. 
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13. There may be a large number of cases in train at any one time and each is overseen 

by a Senior Investigating Officer. They undertake and make all supervisory 

decisions in relation to each case. The 'Investigating Officers' role is to establish if 

on the civil standard (i.e. on the balance of probability), the evidence available 

substantiates the complaint. The P SU might complete 200-300 investigations a year. 

This may include some withdrawals of complaints by complainants, which are quite 

rare and are usually confirmed in writing by the complainant to the investigator. 

Even where they would no longer wish to take part, once an allegation is raised an 

investigation should continue unless the complainant asks in writing for us to stop. 

From over 900 complaints across the 'Detention Estate' investigated since 2012 I 

understand there have been 3 withdrawals from investigation at Brook House from 

those assigned. 

14. Initially, the Investigating Officer will prepare an investigation plan and identify 

any evidence that is relevant to the investigation. During the initial evidence 

gathering stage the investigation team will write to the complainant acknowledging 

receipt of their complaint and, typically, providing them with a further seven days 

in which to provide any further supporting evidence relevant to their complaint. 

Following the initial evidence gathering the investigating officer will also try to 

arrange an interview with the complainant so that further particulars can be obtained 

from them about the allegations. Relevant evidence in a complaint concerning 

Detainee Custody Officers (DCOs) may typically include any Use of Force (UoF) 

reports, CCTV and Body Worn Camera footage, statements prepared by 

independent witnesses, and medical records evidencing any injuries to individuals. 

Where appropriate, expert witness testimony will be sought. This might be in 

relation to any use of force, relevant medical witness testimony, or other specialist 

input. 
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15. I have been asked what would occur if a complainant was no longer in the UK and 

in this case the investigation does proceed, if possible the investigators would still 

try to obtain the complainant's account, potentially through their representatives or 

by contacting them directly (for example by telephone). 

16. Following receipt of any relevant evidence, and having interviewed the 

complainant, the investigating officer will then identify the relevant Home Office 

staff or contractors that were subject of the complaint or who were considered 

witnesses who should be interviewed. All PSU interviews in relation to complaints 

investigations are digitally recorded. The purpose of the interview is to obtain an 

account of the events pertaining to the complaint and obtain the individual's 

response to the allegations concerning them. 

17. The complaints procedure or investigation does not consider the merits of individual 

decisions made in respect of applications made to the Home Office (e.g. a 

determination on immigration status), it does not consider complaints relating to 

legislation or policy but is concerned primarily with whether members of staff have 

committed any misconduct. We may be asked to consider other areas exceptionally, 

from time to time and paragraph 65 gives an example of this. 

18. Once all of the evidence has been gathered and interviews completed the 

investigating officer prepares an investigation report that is as comprehensive as 

possible. The report details the allegations under investigation, identifies the 

officers subject to investigation, any relevant policy and procedure considered in 

the investigation and summarises all of the relevant evidence gathered. The report 

then draws conclusions on the balance of probability, determining whether each 

aspect of the complaint is substantiated or not. Before a report is finalised and a 

response letter is sent the case is reviewed by a Senior Investigating Officer. This 
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will usually happen within 12 weeks as related, but as stated above, criminal 

allegations may need time to be fully explored by the Police due to their severity. 

19. I am asked to comment on any follow-up or monitoring once a complaint has been 

determined. This is the role of Detention Services Complaint, Lessons Learned and 

Assurance functions, which maintain records of which I have little direct 

knowledge. Following a PSU investigation, a copy of the report is forwarded to 

Detention Services where staff undertake this role. 

20. I am asked to comment on an email sent by a person named Karen Goulder. I do 

not know who Karen Goulder is or was, and HOM005048 appears to relate to 

investigatory steps taken forward within G4S and outside PSU with which the 

investigating officer subsequently seems to have become involved. She would have 

had no reason to ask about such steps otherwise. I have no direct knowledge, or 

supervisory responsibility for complaints processes in the round within G4S. It is 

most likely the investigator was examining wrongdoing that had come to light or 

even a breach of the DSO as part of this. This is because alleged assaults should be 

investigated by PSU. My role, and that of PSU, is limited to the role that the 

complaint framework Detention Services has set out in DSO 3/15 to which PSU 

adheres. I cannot make any informed comment with regards to investigation 

processes for G4S or why they would depart from Departmental Guidance. Any 

instance of this which came to light we should report. You should refer to Detention 

Services DSO 3/15 for an accurate summary of process, which PSU would have 

followed, once they became involved in any case. 

21. Although I am not part of Detention Services or Immigration Enforcement, I have 

been asked whether Karen Goulder's mail sets out the correct approach to 

complaints in that Division/Directorate. It may be useful to read DSO 3/2015 in 
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order to understand the PSU's role, and also the accompanying guidance referenced 

in service at the time relating to immigration divisions within the Home Office 

issued by UKVI. Occasionally, an incident or complaint, is of such severity, that an 

investigation will be commissioned directly by and reported to a senior 'line' 

manager within the Home Office who is responsible for managing facets of an 

incident. In turn they may elect to respond to the representations made. 

22. I am aware, Detention Services has issued specific guidance about when, and how, 

in the form of another DSO 01/2011 pertaining to the commissioning of 

independent reviews which, in short, places emphasis on the Director or designate 

to commission an investigation with Immigration Enforcement. I understand that 

these are easily publicly available. This would also answer some subsequent queries 

and I believe some investigations cited were commissioned under that process. I 

have highlighted at paragraph 48, which I understand these relate to. I reference 

DSO 01/2011 at paragraph 31. I should here emphasise that it is important that the 

PSU should not determine for itself whether to commission an investigation in 

circumstances that DSO may apply. The PSU is an independent unit which is 

entirely separate from the referring Division or Directorate. On other procedural 

matters, the Inquiry should also be aware there is a distinction made between 

complaints investigation, and those under disciplinary procedures. I do not have any 

experience of the latter within G4S, only within the Department I work. I am not 

the author or policy owner of these documents, which govern how complaints, 

incidents and other matters are dealt with nor responsible for them and the correct 

unit/team would be able to reference and explain these. 

23. I am asked to comment upon a part of a sentence taken from the 2018 Shaw report, 

relating to the timeliness of responses (to complaints). I note the full quote is as 

follows "HM Chief Inspector• of Prisons has also looked at complaints systems 
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within IRCs. I understand that the Inspectorate 's view is that monitoring and 

analysis is improving across the estate, and that investigations for the most serious 

complaints, handled by the Professional Standards Unit, are particularly thorough. 

However, there are concerns about the timeliness of responses given the significant 

turnover of detainees". 

24. This question would need to be directed to the correct area of the Home Office in 

receipt of that report, which to the best of my recollection was not the PSU. The 

observations on turnover may have been made by PSU itself in the past I think, and 

I believe this statement is with respect to complaints overall (i.e. across all three 

categories, and not directed specifically to complaints handled by the PSU). I have 

no control over Service complaints, local investigations nor the system as a whole 

or the framework, which I do not set. I suspect Immigration Enforcement may know 

and, indeed, have records of timeliness across the IRCs in order to provide an 

informed comment. The (full) observation made with respect to PSU demonstrates 

that Shaw, like the HM Chief Inspector of Prisons, comprehends and understands 

our role in investigating the most serious complaints. 

25. In respect of PSU investigations specifically, we aim to conclude the investigation 

within 12 weeks, and this was a central Home Office wide set target. The 

Department publishes performance data against this target. At the time, in relation 

to investigations for Detention, I recall performance being better than this overall 

not withstanding referrals that had to be made to the Police. 

26. In respect of outcomes which an investigation report can reach, if a complaint is 

substantiated in full or part, this essentially means that the allegations made are 

believed or true. If they are not, they are then unsubstantiated. 
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27. I am asked whether there are any examples of an investigator signing off an 

investigation log (i.e. the senior investigator) concluding that the primary 

investigation was insufficiently thorough, or where the conclusion has been 

changed. In the context of 1000 referrals a year, such cases may not automatically 

come to my attention, in day-to-day direction unless there was a significant issue 

highlighted by the senior investigator. I would need time to consider my former 

Unit's records in full if needed to give a good example of it. However, I can say that 

to the best of my recollection and belief taking into account the fact that a number 

of years have now passed, I do not recollect an occasion of it in relation to Brook 

House in the relevant period. I have noted a concern from PSU's records being 

raised with me at HOM0050491 in relation to Detention Services. Fuller detail is 

at paragraph 79. 

28. DSO 03/2015 outlines that we would not ordinarily be tasked to investigate 

complaints about healthcare provision, and sets out how these may be taken 

forward. 1 am asked whether the PSU would have been provided with the outcomes 

of investigations into complaints about healthcare. The PSU have no involvement 

in that complaints process generally, and no oversight of medical complaints, and 

so we would not receive any such information. I do not know the position for the 

Detention Services complaints operation today. 

Findings and Recommendations 

29. I have also been asked about the dissemination of reports in detail, some of which, 

given the PSU's role, is outside my own direct experience and is the responsibility 

of another team in Detention Services led by a more senior position. Generally, 

across the Home Office, my experience is that reports are returned to the relevant 

complaints team and/or relevant senior manager especially where there are 
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concerns. It would be for them to disseminate findings to all parties in complaints 

cases, in part, to keep this within the 'line management' to ensure follow up on any 

actions were undertaken in a timely manner. For PSU reports, a letter would usually 

be issued to the complainant. 

30. This is of relevance to HOM005200 and 005064, to which I am asked to refer. Here 

a response might be sought from an Assistant Director, I see the same one was 

included in both documents. I regret I do not know who Ian Castle is though. 

Assistant Directors are often a term for a manager reporting to a more senior 

Operations Director, and will act in their stead, and contact with these is typically 

seen where a complaint is to be substantiated. A letter is dispatched to the 

complainant detailing the outcome, which would mirror to an extent the content of 

the report to which the Senior Investigating Officer would agree, the letter would 

also include details of appeal rights. Occasionally these letters may, where 

substantiated, require some response into a final letter from the business area 

involved (in this case Detention Services) if this was invited before. In this instance 

I suspect the investigator was simply ensuring given the complaint was to be 

substantiated that the relevant next steps were in place with the business area 

concerned. 

31. Of note, there is an exception to PSU sending a final reply to a complainant. If a 

report was commissioned under DSO 1/11 (which pertains to the duty to 

commission an independent review in certain circumstances) a senior official, such 

as a senior Operations Director for the relevant business area, in this case Detention 

Services might respond. This is especially so, if it contained other elements outside 

the PSU' s remit which they may have appropriately commissioned separately in 
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order to provide a full response to all issues in question. This might include service 

related matters, immigration, detailed healthcare or other matters. 

32. In relation to ensuring lessons are learned from investigation reports, there was a 

team, I understand, responsible for this within Detention & Escorting Services, who 

may be approached for evidence in this regard. Indeed, I believe HOM004231 

shows PSU officers contacting the relevant officers in Detention, at that time, 

through the "Detention Ops Lessons Learned" inbox mechanism who kept 

appropriate records and whose purpose was to fulfil this role. They could check 

records for us day to day and Officers Wilkinson and Glover likely approached them 

as part of an investigation. These functions in DES will have direct knowledge of 

the process or practice by which they are able to check whether 

findings/recommendations were properly disseminated by G4S, whether 

recommendations were accepted or rejected by G4S (or other relevant body), and 

what action was taken upon any recommendations which were accepted. They are 

also the team, at least I believe today, who are responsible for monitoring 

recommendations from the Prisons and Probation Ombudsman (PPO) and other 

oversight bodies. They are likely linked to, but not necessarily, in the same team as 

those requesting investigations on a day-to-day basis. Immigration Enforcement 

could explain further how it structured its Command if necessary, like the 

complaints team referenced in the DSO, although I believe, around that time the 

Detainee Escorting and Population Management Unit (DEPMU) (who have a 

unique role in DES) undertook certain related functions, geared around supporting 

their lessons learned process overall. Some of the divisions across the Home Office 

as a whole with similar teams, conduct analysis on such data and follow up 

recommendations. These always tend to be in the 'hubs' or complaints teams that 

refer complaints and are also often the PSU liaison in relation to recommendations, 
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Border Force may be another example, with its dedicated complaints and assurance 

function 

33. I have been asked about the PSU' s own approach to lessons learned and, I can say, 

we may consider whether there are lessons to be learned from events upon reporting 

in individual cases, and indeed, our recommendations are recorded and placed in a 

quarterly report disseminated to the relevant DG Commands across the Home 

Office. At that time Detention & Escorting Services placed these in their own 

lessons learned report, combining our observations, those of the Prisons and 

Probation Ombudsman, and contractors' own investigations. I have no reason to 

believe this practise has changed. 

34. In PSU, staff were set aside to follow up whether or not Detention & Escorting 

Services, amongst other areas of the Home Office had acted upon findings and I 

know a large number as referenced later in this statement were acted upon, having 

been followed up. In this respect we monitored through our lessons learned process 

what feedback we received against each recommendation made and what response 

we got back whether this be positive or negative although our primary role remained 

investigations. The wider Home Office and DES have their own, separate, assurance 

regimes in order to ensure findings are acted upon.

35. Indeed HOM0322421, which I have been asked to reference, is a summary from a 

supporting member of the Shaw review to the Director of Detention 8z Escorting 

Services highlighting issues the PSU cases identified about Detention & Escorting 

Services complaint mechanisms itself following a review of allegations. The lessons 

would have been relayed to Detention & Escorting Services as this mail 

demonstrates. The Shaw report itself, to which I have been asked to refer earlier, 
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seems to suggest that HM Chief Inspector of Prisons is able to examine our reports 

and, consequently recommendations. 

Further Procedural Matters 

36. I have been asked if PSU is able to carry out any investigations into broad 

complaints, as opposed to specific complaints about individual mistreatment. The 

complaint policy limits us to individual serious misconduct complaints. I do not 

recall seeing the letter to the United Nations cited, naming Brook House IRC, 

HOM002781 although this could be the passage of time. I would not ordinarily see 

all the referrals entering PSU due to volume unless raised with me specifically. In 

any event, in this instance, this would not be something the PSU could pro-actively 

investigate, but it would certainly be open to the relevant Director within 

Immigration Enforcement to commission an investigation if such concerns are 

highlighted. It would be wrong of me to speculate what course of action that official 

should determine, without detailed background, but commissions occur in other 

areas of the Home Office. The other examples to which my attention is drawn are a 

mix of documents. I do not oversee all referrals day-to-day, so any comments are 

limited by experience and time, but 1 have also noted Steve Skitt of G4S's response 

ITIOM0026951to D740 where he replies to concerns raised about Brook House IRC. 

HOM002784 is a complaint referral form, which would likely have been processed, 

that is to say categorised, by the relevant complaints team within Detention & 

Escorting Services or elsewhere (noting the CCD label which stood for Criminal 

Casework Directorate, another Director led division). 

37. I do not know whether this was referred to PSU. I note the stated concerns about 

behaviour and I can confirm the referral may have been of interest to us, if made. 

This is not to say it would or should have been accepted, the duty SIO would decide 
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in hand with the referring area were they unsure. Similarly, the content of 

HOM006116, against DCO Mohammed Shariar, describing him as useless amongst 

other concerns, names that individual and, once more, may have been of interest if 

referred. There is more to the assessment process than examining these documents 

in isolation, this may include further details known to the referring Division or 

Directorate. There follows a G4S response letter which suggests Detention & 

Escorting Services elected for this to be resolved locally. As I was not involved in 

the investigation, and do not have a role in overseeing I could not comment upon it. 

Detention and Escorting Services would likely be the appropriate area to address 

the reasons for any particular referral, or decision not to refer, in the context of this 

Inquiry. This is because of the way the Home Office is structured as outlined in 

earlier paragraphs. 

38. I have been asked whether PSU interact with disciplinary action against staff subject 

to complaints, which I assume within the context of the Inquiry means within G4S. 

On receipt of a completed investigation report, Detention & Escorting Services will 

relay the outcome to the relevant contractor. I have no experience of their (G4S) 

disciplinary procedures. The same is true of G4S whistleblowing procedures, 

although I am aware Detention & Escorting Services has in the past issued specific 

guidance covering their operations. Within the Home Office, our whistleblowing 

policy is written by our HR Department, much as our misconduct policy and with 

respect to how we interact to this policy, PSU officers may be tasked to investigate 

concerns coming to light and referred, on behalf of a Nominated Officer, essentially 

responsible for the discharge of that investigation. I have been asked if PSU 

investigations interact with police investigations or criminal prosecution decisions, 

which in the broadest terms, they may as set out earlier. 

Oversight
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39. I have been asked if PSU investigations are made available to other organisations 

whose remit it is to monitor, inspect or investigate conditions and/or treatment at 

Brook House IRC. Where detainees are dissatisfied with the outcome of an 

investigation by the PSU into complaints about detention matters, or indeed the 

outcome of a complaint into Detention & Escorting Services work generally they 

have a right of appeal to the Prisons and Probation Ombudsman. There are 

instances, more widely within Immigration Enforcement's sphere of operations 

where complainants may approach the Independent Office of Police Complaints 

(IOPC) and other oversight bodies, which I shall not cover here, but the oversight 

provisions are extensive and I believe include IMBs. The Inquiry will be aware of 

the Inspection regime by Her Majesty's Chief Inspector of Prisons, which, with 

respect to IRCs, I understand will take account of recent complaints. In that respect 

in relation to whether we or any other body such as the Inspectorate could check 

whether findings, reports or recommendations have been disseminated by Detention 

Services, my team were occasionally called upon to assist them as we were with 

this Inquiry. 

Complaints barriers/issues 

40. I am asked to comment on the PSU's perception of the barriers to complaints, 

including to evidence being given. In 2008/9 PSU began to take forward detention 

complaint cases, alongside all other similar complaints from across the Department. 

At that time I recall I was concerned that Detention & Escorting Services had 

assigned, from memory, scant resource to investigate all serious misconduct issues, 

so it was thought wise to transfer the handling of such cases into the PSU I 

established specifically to ensure that such concerns were investigated impartially. 

There had been from memory an over-reliance on contractors by DES. Since the 

transfer, the PSU has investigated over 900 incidents referred by DES. This is of 
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course, just one area of many the PSU serve across the Home Office. Therefore, I 

do not recall, at the time of writing an instance of DES applying pressure, in terms 

of investigation outcomes. 

41. My personal overriding concern has been primarily the availability of the 

complaints process and correct categorisation is likely next. There is an example of 

this in the evidence, as at paragraph 79 referenced, which I have been shown which 

led me to contact a senior official in Detention & Escorting Services and within 

PSU I was not alone. In fact, it can be seen throughout the course of this statement 

where there are examples of PSU staff raising areas of concern to DES. In terms of 

detail, one fact I do know is across the HO in 2017 we made over 360 

recommendations for change and about 80 percent were accepted - but this is across 

the Department overall. Others, involving significant process change may take time 

to address. To try to take this back to DES, I had the impression the team who 

engaged with us on recommendations made, be this about complaints or otherwise 

were committed to the process and keen to follow up any improvements suggested 

as a result of our work. Obviously with the numbers involved I would not know 

specifics to each port, caseworking centre or, indeed IRC like Brook House, only 

the main recommendations across each DG Command. 

42. Despite the numbers involved across the Home Office, I do recall some 

recommendations of relevance following specific investigations at Brook House. 

For example that Detention Services should consider the complaints process with 

detainees to establish whether any barriers exist. They confirmed to our team this 

had been done. 

43. Other examples from the hundreds of recommendations I know of include a 

recommendation from 2012, for Brook House where reminders went to staff 
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regarding the need to report inappropriate conduct, right through to a 

recommendation in 2015 on the need to report alleged assaults. I recall another 

recommendation involved listing the reporting line in use.

44. I am asked whether there has been pressure applied from Detention Services or G4S 

to reach a certain conclusion. In terms of independence, as set out in my introduction 

the PSU is not an immigration (division or directorate) team, nor do we sit within 

that 'line' of command or management. PSU has limited interaction with 

G4S/suppliers outside evidence gathering. Its reporting line is functionally 

different. 

45. As per the relevant DSO we do not have a role with respect to any redress in respect 

of complainants whose complaints are sub stanti ated The Detention & Escorting 

Services Complaints team is tasked with this. The DSO makes clear that another 

team in Detention will take any action in respect of the reviewing/revoking of the 

accreditation of staff. As previously stated, we are not part of Immigration 

Enforcement, to whom we deliver our findings. 

46. I am asked about the process for collating allegations made against staff members 

and considering any interaction between the different investigations/allegations, 

following the response to Panorama Programme. This was led entirely by 

Immigration Enforcement, to report to its own Director General and other senior 

Directors and we were asked to assist. Detention & Escorting Services would hold 

fuller records for this. We were asked between August and December 2017 what 

information we held on individuals that Immigration Enforcement had referred 

themselves, and of course, there were other incidents that we had not been asked to 

address. My personal involvement was limited but their Heads of Departments, such 
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as Operations, appeared to co-ordinate it and may hold records. We were tasked 

with specific investigations, some time after G4S and the Police were involved. 

47. I am asked about the impact of the Panorama broadcast in September 2017. The 

lead Senior Investigating Officer was appointed to work with Detention Services 

reviewing the names of those involved, past investigations and those in train. He 

liaised with Sussex Police. This was because the Department (and I believe G4S) 

would have contacted the police, who would have initiated their own investigation 

into events. Immigration Enforcement leading the response chose to rely on a 

contractor led investigation, and the Police. It was in late November 2017 that the 

PSU was commissioned for a specific investigation into claims stemming from the 

programme itself, and this related to claims received subsequently. The PSU has 

previously carried out similar large-scale investigations and could have begun 

earlier, but the question of when such an investigation is commissioned is 

necessarily one for Immigration Enforcement. I recall Detention Operations writing 

in the following terms to the Second Permanent Secretary; "although involved in 

the HO departmental response to the Panorama allegations PSU were not 

commissioned to undertake any investigations into the conduct of the officers 

identified. We considered the G4S and police investigations to be sufficient .for this 

purpose although continued to have the option to deploy PSU if we had concerns 

over the rigour or quality of the G4S process. However, during the course of 

October 2017 a significant amount of litigation was initiated based on allegations 

of abuse and failings in procedure from detainees who had been held at Brook 

House..." this was to lead to the November commissions (HOM0331707). As the 
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note observes (at paragraph 13) ten cases were referred to PSU later, of which seven 
• 

were taken forward'. HOM0331973 HOM0331974 

48. At the time of the programme itself though, we were ready and willing to deploy 

investigators earlier on although doubtless the Police could respond faster to events, 

and in tents of command choices made, the single G7/AD responsible for the PSU 

is junior to Immigration Enforcement senior management team, and sits within a 

different division so has little control over which body is tasked with investigating. 

This structure, more widely, as it is outlined in my introductory paragraphs, can be 

useful, as once a decision is taken to commence an investigation by the relevant DG 

area the subsequent enquiries are separate, whilst these run their course maintaining 

the PSU's independence. And, somewhat naturally if deeply involved in an incident 

at the outset without a clear purpose, this may mean at a later stage the team itself 

could not look at events objectively it was later to tasked to examine.

49. The initial impact of the programme was felt heavily by PSU though, in the main in 

supporting the Detention & Escorting Services team and others with information, 

and what became clear from this (procedurally) was that PSU appeared to hold more 

robust records of referrals that had been made than those records held by the 

division although this may of course have been DES being thorough and simply 

cross referencing. We began to 'relay' cases/referrals back monthly to the Head of 

Detention Operations henceforth at his request. He in turn seemed cognisant that 

there were several streams of information within Immigration 

1 Frorpir-ecor4' I understand that the cases of !_._D3890 A3399607) 1-------b34521 .-----1(A14475721, 
D191 (A499726),L „D1527 1(A1848650), ! (0 1._._._._._D1538 ._ 

D1538; (111255090) and ! ._1 (Al 397783) were taken forward. The cases of 

D2294 i(F30101804 1 D3893 (S1459712) and iP1 i (B1938545) were not. 
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Enforcement/Detention & Escorting Services including but not exclusively things 

such as use of force analysis, security intelligence reports, welfare and risk 

assessments on detainees which can be sought out on single incidents but if held 

collectively by 1E would assist them. As to PSU, which 1 am more qualified to 

comment on than events in Immigration Enforcement, it does not and did not 

receive details of all incidents, and can only take forward allegations passed to it. 

Relevant investigations 

50. I have been asked why D2953, D191, D687, D668, D1527 were concluded at a 

specific time in February. This is not a particularly large number for the PSU, in 

fact, we closed 17 investigations that month from across the entire Home Office. 1 

would speculate (without detail to hand) that the Senior Investigator wished to 

oversee these as a tranche, as several were commissioned at the same time from 

Detention Services in November and were due to report that month. They may well 

have preferred to deliver reports in a single group. 

51. I believe that some reports were prefaced with a summary of the situation as we 

found it. The lead Senior Investigator will have produced this. It is certainly true 

those were not referred in the usual way, and some would have been commissioned 

specifically. Below I have outlined those that we were approached to investigate 

under different provisions to DSO 3/15, having been approached by a senior 

operational manager in DES. These were commissioned in November. Whilst a 

contemporary investigation may have assisted matters, I appreciate that there may 

be merits to awaiting the full outcome of the Police inquiries. 

52. 1 am asked to comment on a large number of specific investigations. Although not 

the investigator or senior investigator, I can comment on what evidence was 

gathered, and summarise the findings as requested. With respect to the request that 
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I provide a view on the adequacy of the investigation, I do not feel able to do so 

without time to review all the evidence itself which includes many hours of CCTV 

to which I do not have access, written statements and other documents the reports 

cite, which itself would be an enormous task akin to undertaking an inquiry myself. 

I will include some observations, where I am able to make them based upon the 

time and information I have had. 

53 D87 - Prior to the Programme a Nigerian national, submitted a complaint 

to Detention Services on 3 July 2017 alleging he was attacked by a group of officers 

and subsequently relocated to the Care and Separation Unit where it was said he was 

to attempt to commit suicide and subsequently was assaulted again. The complaint 

was referred to the PSU and accepted on 4 July 2017, to which two teams of 15 

officers were subject to investigation. The background to this was a planned move 

during which D87 ! was non-compliant so force was used, and I understand the 

complainant was to later admit that he feigned suicide for attention. In this light, 

both the movement order and consequent use of force, captured on camera with 

audio showed quite comprehensively events which were to ensure he was placed in 

a dedicated safer environment. LPE._._.] was interviewed, and documentary 

evidence was examined including Incident Reports, Use of Force Reports, Report 

of Injury to a Detainee forms, Care and Separation records, Temporary 

Confinement records, Rule 40 documents, CCTV, camera footage and Healthcare 

records. In addition, Brook House's Deputy Director was interviewed as well 

as the DCM who was involved in both incidents and written statements obtained 

from the other officers involved. The investigation established was 

moved to Rule 40 on 30 June 2017 at the request of the Duty Director, because he 

made threats to staff. He required special care. It was established through the 

viewing of CCTV and camera footage that 1 D87 ;was not assaulted by the 
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officers during his relocation as alleged. It was concluded the force used by the 

officers was justified, proportionate and necessary to affect his move and he was 

monitored throughout the period he feigned suicide and confirmed to be breathing 

and changed positions. The complaint was unsubstantiated. This case was reported 

to Sussex Police and we know medical services were involved. 

54. D191 - In September 20171.-- Ei719-f--- I solicitors wrote to the then Home Secretary 

Amber Rudd MP. The letter was entitled 'Judicial Review — Letter Before 

Claim. Inquiry into immigration detention following Brook House 

revelation'. Within the annex of the letter were details of allegations, 

this led to Detention & Escorting Services commissioning PSU to review those 

specifically in November. This was one of a number dispatched to PSU without 

detailed consideration of content as there were clearly areas that fell outside PSU's 

remit, be this immigration matters, healthcare or other. To cover the allegations 

relevant to PSU from D191 !, he said he was restrained, segregated and excessive 

force was used by a DCM, known only by a first name, who we identified. He said 

he was not taken to hospital but, also, in terms of his health he alleged that he 

received quite inadequate treatment. A fuller summary is contained in the 

Investigation report. L D191 was detained in Brook House between February 

2016 and May 2017. The evidence of D191 himself and two DCOs, plus another 

resident and documentary evidence from Brook House including use of force 

reports, medical records and Care and Separation documents and CCTV were 

examined. D191 was indeed restrained and segregated. Rather than being left 

alone records indicated he was placed on E-wing to provide additional care if he 

were under the influence of drugs and he was monitored. ._._._._ D191 concerns 

around failings in the Healthcare regime at Brook House RC are out of the scope 

of our investigator as previously explained, but 1_ __D191___j medical records detail 
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various treatments. However, a robust recommendation was made to improve 

coordination of 'off site' medical appointments. I see his central complaint of 

excessive force was unsubstantiated. This matter was reported to Sussex Police. 

55. D377 - Pre programme I_ D377 a national of Nigeria, said that on 30 June 

2017 he was subjected to a strip search by officers at Brook House IRC. He alleged 

he was roughly manhandled in a way that amounted to a sexual assault. The 

complaint was received and accepted by the PSU for investigation on 4 July 2017. 

D377 was interviewed as well as four of the five officers involved in the 

incident. The fifth officer reported sick and given the consistency of all other 

evidence, it was not deemed necessary to await his return. CCTV and body worn 

camera footage were reviewed and a statement received from Dorset Police. The 

investigation established on 29 June 2017, the day before the search, officers from 

Dorset Police attended Brook House to request that D377 be searched for 

a smart phone as a result of an allegation of harassment which they were 

investigating. It was concluded the strip search of t._ D377 was lawful after 

an allegation of harassment was made to the police by his former solicitor. Dorset 

Police believed D377 I may be in possession of a smart phone which are 

prohibited. It was further concluded inconsistencies in ._._._._,_._.D377._._,_._._,_.s letter of 

complaint and his testimony at interview did not support his allegations. When 

interviewed I D377 seemed to retract some events and stated he was not 

fully naked at any time. His complaint was unsubstantiated. The incident was 

reported to the Sussex Police. 

56. D642 - Prior to the programme on 7 August 2017 D642 a Gambian male, 

complained that he had been subject to homophobic abuse by a female DCO and 

then assaulted by a male DCO who grabbed his neck during a Use of Force incident 

involving Brook House staff on 3 August 2017. D642 ,also alleged staff denied 
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him access to medical assistance and that his property was deliberately damaged 

by a staff member he had complained about previously. PSU agreed to investigate 

on 11 August 2017.LD642j was interviewed by PSU as were the DCOs who were 

subject of the allegations and all other officers who witnessed the incidents. PSU 

reviewed CCTV footage, UOF reports and medical records. D642 stated the 

female DCO was abusive and offensive about his sexuality, so he threw some water 

over her. The CCTV footage of this incident had no audio. The female DCO and 

the other DCOs present denied this had occurred. They stated they were attending 

to another detainee who had self-harmed and the female DCO asked 1__D642 and and 

others to vacate the area. The CCTV footage showed D642 returning to the area 

and attacking her by throwing liquid on the female DCO. This appeared to be a 

threat. Other DCOs then restrained - D642--  holding his arms in guiding holds and 

attempted to remove him from the vicinity. The footage showed D642 

aggressively resistant to this. As part of this .-._p642 . j head was held, whilst other 

DCOs used holds on his arms to restrain him to force him to leave the area and 

comply. The CCTV footage did not show[ D642 being grabbed around the neck 

from behind and dragged backwards as he alleged in his complaint on 7 August 

2017. Medical records showed Lp642_.1 refused to see medical staff on 3 August 

2017, but on 6 August 2017 was prescribed Ibuprofen for pain. He did not report 

any of the injuries mentioned in his complaint to medical staff The evidence did 

not support account, due to consistent witnesses and CCTV, however, 

one aspect of D642 i complaint was substantiated. CCTV footage showed a DCO 

dragging L D642 !belongings, including a CD player and/or electrical goods, in a 

plastic bag down some stairs. There were further recommendations about this 

incident. It was reported to Sussex Police. 
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57. D668 - After the programme and after a letter before action arrived from Solicitors 

into the Home Office in September 2017, as referenced the PSU were 

commissioned by Detention & Escorting Services senior managers in November to 

investigate allegations of assaults and intimidating behaviour against ! D668 

a national of the Ivory Coast by fellow detainees, the resulting inaction by G4S staff 

and rudeness of some staff between the 29 June and the 27 September 

2017. Specifically, he claimed on the 29 June a Detainee Custody Manager was 

rude to him and later he was mocked by officers in the IRC reception area following 

his failed removal. It was also alleged that sometime in July, G4S DCOs informed 

the doctor not to complete his Rule 35 assessment fully and that on 17 July and 7 

September a nurse in Healthcare was rude to him and denied him access to the 

waiting room and asked him to disclose personal medical details in front of other 

detainees. 

58. In summary, there were 11 allegations raised by D668 ; covering 

unprofessional conduct of staff, non-actioning of complaints, treatment 

by Healthcare and accommodation at Brook House IRC. Of the 11 complaints three 

related to healthcare, two of which were addressed under the same term of 

reference, as they were against a nurse (they related to rudeness and refusing him 

access to the waiting room when it was not full); the other related to the disclosure 

of details of> 0668 medical records. The third healthcare complaint is around 

an IRC doctor completing L D668 iRule 35 paperwork. Of the 11 allegations, 

four were substantiated and seven were unsubstantiated. One substantiated 

allegation was that a DCO was rude to him on 13 September 2017. The two 

allegations about the DCM being rude on 29 June and 'aggressively frisking' him 

on 24 August 2017 were both unsubstantiated, as was the connected allegation of 

rudeness against the officers on return from the failed removal on 29 June 2017. 
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There was a lack of corroborating evidence, and the staff in reception were 

consistent in their evidence. From the investigator's perspective there were serious 

concerns raised about non-compliance with the complaints process when: D668 

To66C] made complaints to staff on four occasions from 12 August to 27 

September complained after a detainee threw water over him and 

others from a balcony, when he had items taken; and he told the welfare officer he 

did not feel safe. The investigator believed he had not received a satisfactory 

response on any of these issues and these three complaints were substantiated. The 

fourth complaint about being assaulted by a detainee and no action taken after his 

complaint was not substantiated as there was no evidence of the incident or his 

subsequent complaint. Recommendations were made about the staff involved and 

improvements to the operation of complaints system at Brook House following 

substantiation of this aspect. Of his two other complaints, one was part substantiated 

(around IT) and his concerns about the toilet facilities were escalated as part of the 

lessons learned process to a HO-wide review. I believe changes were subsequently 

made. PSU's involvement in allegations relating to healthcare was somewhat 

exceptional in this case. 

59. D687 - Post Programme, on 17 October 2017, L._ D687 1 a Somalian, was added 

to Letter Before Claim correspondence sent to the Home Office, and in November 

2017, as referenced P SU were commissioned specifically by Detention & Escorting 

Services senior managers to review allegations that DCOs verbally, physically and 

racially abused [. D687 between April 2016 and 13 May 2017. He said he was 

verbally abused by officers generally and in one specific incident an officer pushed 

ihim hard during a room search. The investigator noted many inconsistencies n: D687 

D687 i account including that officers seen in Panorama were involved whereas 

the records that did exist showed these officers were not on duty. The investigator 
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found no evidence to support his complaint. D687 also said after signing a 

petition about food quality in 2016 he suffered reprisals from DCOs. There was a 

food petition in April 2016, but 1 name was not on it. 

also complained DCOs were telling detainees false personal details about him, but 

no evidence was found to support this. I. D687 ; also complained about the 

mental health care. It was found a member of staff did not put him on an ACDT 

when policy dictated she should have, however it was also found that D687 

was offered support but he did not always engage with this. 

60 More seriously, and within the PSU's remit, I D687 I complained officers used 

excessive force against him in a toilet area of his room in Brook House IRC in May 

2017 to prevent him from committing suicide. The undercover programme footage 

was reviewed along with D687 I's medical records, video and photographic 

evidence, and a variety of documents including the Use of Force reports, Incident 

and Security Incident reports, and Home Office files. account of 

what happened was inconsistent and factually incorrect including alleging that some 

staff were involved who were not on duty. Three officers involved no longer worked 

for G4S but one contributed to the investigation, one did not respond to PSU's 

approach and the third was the Panorama 'whistle blower' who Sussex Police asked 

not be approached. The evidence showed that[ D687 j had a ligature around 

his neck and was threatening to kill himself The force used to remove the ligature 

fromr---66-87---.7; for his own safety was found to be reasonable, necessary and 

proportionate on the balance of probabilities. The individuals involved had used 

approved HO techniques and the investigating officer found the allegation of 

excessive force unsubstantiated. It was referred to Sussex Police. 

61. D720 - L. D720 a national from Grenada, alleged he was assaulted 

by a named DCO in Brook House IRC on 06 June 2017 but he declined to speak to 
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the investigator, so she relied on CCTV. The DCO explained he told not 

to enter a restricted area, which was A Wing, when attempted to push 

past him and the DCO held him by the arm to stop him proceeding. The incident 

was captured on CCTV but the number of detainees gathering to watch the incident 

meant the officer's arm could not be seen throughout, but documented records, 

including medical records and two witnesses suggested [ ._D729 was shouting and 

not co-operating and the complaint, on the balance of probabilities, 

was unsubstantiated. This incident was reported to Sussex Police. 

62. D1234 - Prior to the Programme on 30 June 2017 a letter was received from Harriet 

Harman MP on behalf of D1234; ! a Nigerian national. This surrounds an 

incident on 28 March 2017, it was not referred to PSU until 16 July. It was alleged 

officers used excessive force during his removal from Brook House RC to Stansted 

Airport to effect his return to Nigeria. He complained that his dignity was violated, 

and he was refused medical care. The complaint was both against Brook House 

DCOs and Escorting Officers from a separate contractor. Two of the DCOs were 

suspended from work at the time of this investigation, due to their involvement with 

actions seen on Panorama, they were interviewed by telephone, rather than face-to-
. 

face as per the usual investigator practice. On all counts, 1 D1234; ; complaints 

were unsubstantiated, essentially because PSU had access to both CCTV and video 

footage evidence which showed D1234; -1 repeatedly refused to get dressed or to 

comply with officers' requests to leave his room. The camera footage showed 

officers did not violently twist his neck, hold his throat, force him to the ground 

causing him to hit his head or any of the claims that were made. L_._. 17.1P4; 

complained a waist restraint belt was applied very tightly over an abdominal growth 

for which he awaited surgery, but again the video footage showed the belt was 

applied correctly and checked. Records showed he was not denied access to medical 
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treatment when he returned to Brook House IRC following the removal from the 

UK being unsuccessful. In coming to these findings, the testimony of I - D1234.

G4S and Escorting DCOs evidence were considered along with video footage and 

a Use of Force Expert in Control and Restraint from the Prison Service. 

Recommendations were made. I understand this was reported to the Police. 

63. D1527 - Post Panorama in November 2017 again, PSU were commissioned by 

Detention & Escorting Services senior managers to review the allegations of assault 

and ill treatment of L.D1527_i, an Egyptian national, including the incidents shown 

in the Panorama Programme. One allegation was that on or around 09 April 2017 

an officer boasted that he had hit D1527 !head against a table and bent back 

his fingers. Another concerned the incident in the Panorama Programme of officer 

Nathan Ring mocking L -_D1527 j while he had a phone battery in his mouth, and 

the assault on D1527 ! on 29 April 2017, by Detainee Custody Officer 

Yan Paschali, who was seen on the Panorama Programme footage to be kneeling 

over D1527 with his hands around D1527 neck choking and verbally 

abusing him. It was said DCO Yan Paschali directed the nurse not to write up the 

incident, and although Healthcare is not usually an area for PSU to examine, we 

were asked to investigate whether Brook House IRC officers failed to ensure 

provision of medical healthcare. I believe in the context of these events this was a 

fair request to make. This case was in a tranche of cases that were to be 

commissioned from PSU as a review, post events, by Detention & Escorting 

Services. 1 understand that the trigger for these commissions was solicitors writing 

to Government Legal Department in September highlighting concerns about 

treatment, which would have caused Detention & Escorting Services to 

approach us, notwithstanding any existing Police investigation into events. The 

investigating officer would have liaised with Police officers. I only touch on this 
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because the solicitor's letter highlighted areas outside the PSU's control (namely a 

Judicial Review) but also in this letter they alleged that D1527 ; stated that on 4 

May 2017 he was assaulted in his room by officers. 

64. It also alleged that Use of Force was not properly documented, and that appropriate 

support was not offered. With reference to allegations identified from the Panorama 

programme, six officers were subject to the investigation. At the time PSU were 

tasked in November 2017 to undertake the reviews it seems none of the above 

officers remained employed by G4S. Apart from Yan Paschali and one other, none 

of the other respondents attended interviews. However, to assist our work, a review 

of the interviews conducted by G4S themselves with officers involved in the 

allegations was undertaken. In terms of sufficiency of the investigation, I consider 

the initial election by Detention Services to commission suppliers to investigate in 

the aftermath of the programme was less than ideal to our impartial work. Somewhat 

naturally this was queried with my immediate superior who has since retired, given 

previous over reliance on contractors. It was also not ideal that I. D1527 ; could 

not be interviewed, but the allegations were clear from his solicitor's September 

letter and further assistance was provided by them in December 2017. A timeline 

was produced setting out the sequence of events which was drafted based on 

documentary evidence, starting from 9 March when 1-:-.15Iiii—,1;was detained by 

the Home Office at IMP Belmarsh to f D1527 ;transfer to Brook House on the 

4 April, until being granted temporary admission on the 15 June. In addition, 

evidence was taken from Brook House employees, evidence from the 

G4S investigation and the Head of HMP National Tactical Response Group who 

provided evidence on the use of force by DCO Paschali on the 25 April 2017. The 

review found that the main thrust of the allegations were on the balance of 

probability substantiated. 
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65. Regarding whether Brook House officers failed to ensure provision of medical 

healthcare, the review found whilst was not prevented from receiving 

healthcare there may be a lesson to be learned regarding access to medication and 

detainees who require extra support to ensure they attend and collect their 

medication. In reference to the further issues raised by his legal representatives on 

22 December 2017 these were unsubstantiated because D1527 sought and 

received medical care the following day, medical provision being outside my 

officer's remit I will not elaborate further. Several recommendations were made 

however, in particular PSU was concerned that D1527 j did not complain about 

his treatment at the time, therefore it was recommended Detention & Escorting 

Services discuss the complaints process with detainees to establish whether there 

are any barriers to detainees submitting formal complaints and Home Office staff 

based in IRCs should ensure that during their contact with detainees any serious 

allegations and complaints are identified. Other recommendations were 

made, including the provision of televisions to detainees on Rule 40, which 

in layman's terms amounts to segregation, particularly when the detainee is 

vulnerable as this was the initial cause of distress. It called for more 

interaction by Home Office staff with detainees in the Care and Separation Unit to 

ensure that issues relating to conduct of staff within IRCs raised by detainees are 

not missed. It was also recommended that Home Office Contract Monitors should 

review body worn camera footage and observe planned moves. 

66. D1538 - On 21 August 2017 D1538 a Moroccan national's solicitors 

complained to Brook House IRC that on 3 June 2017 :_._._1;113§ was assaulted by 

DCOs and on 28 June 2017 a DCO made homophobic comments to him. It appeared 

contracted staff initially investigated, but it was subsequently realised this 

complaint should have been referred to PSU at the outset, and indeed, his solicitors 
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wrote in October detailing the incident to the Home Office in a 'pre action' letter. 

Therefore, the investigation was eventually commissioned to PSU in late November 

2017, although we made the relevant Detention senior manager responsible for 

complaints processes aware of this breach of their DSO in the October when it came 

to our attention. This was one of a series of investigations which were being 

commissioned under incident procedures but by then as referenced, time had been 

lost since the dates of the alleged incidents. PSU were left to conduct a review, 

concluding in 2018 of what was known. This took account of the supplier's (G4S) 

investigation. The investigating officer considered the evidence of I D1538 the 

DCOs Use of Force Reports of the 3rd June, CCTV footage, relevant policy and 

procedures, extracts from Care and Separation Unit records for D1538 It was 

concluded that based on the balance of probability that the allegations concerning 

his treatment on the 3rd June 2017 were unsubstantiated. 

67 D1538 who was interviewed, complained he was prevented from using a 

computer in the IT room, however CCTV footage showed this was incorrect. The 

footage also showed L. D 1538 became aggressive toward a DCO, the officer had 

to push D1538 j away before I D1538 ! tried to grab the officer around the back 

of his neck. It is reported that force was then used as the DCO felt a threat of 

imminent assault. It was concluded the use of force on 01538 was justified, and 

the complaint was therefore unsubstantiated. Regarding the second complaint, 

there was no audio evidence to confirm whether officers made homophobic 

comments during an incident when I D1538 j was prevented from entering another 

accommodation block for security reasons. However D1538 account relied 

on other factors, such as a lack of clothes he appeared to have. It was therefore found 

on balance 01538 ;account was not as frank as it may have been. The review 

concluded the complaint as a whole was unsubstantiated. I note 01538 I was 
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placed in Rule 40, after the incident in the IT suite and recommendations were made 

about clarification in authorisation, and it emphasises that the Home Office alone is 

the decision maker in such instances. This episode and the local investigation, which 

again should require timely Home Office involvement, were flagged as a procedural 

concern, irrespective of the outcome of the complaint itself. PSU also reported this 

allegation to Sussex Police. 

68 D1738 - Prior to the programme on 13 May 2017 D1738 j, a Moroccan national, 

submitted his complaint about events on 09 May 2017. He was interviewed about 

this. The background to this is that Escorting Officers attended Brook House to 

transport him to The Verne. L D1738 refused to comply with the move and this 

incident escalated. L_D.173._ stated Escorting Officers, not from Brook House IRC 

I believe, dragged him using a pair of handcuffs injuring his wrist. The investigator 

noted that whilst D17381 was clearly not willing to co-operate CCTV footage 

indicated that the officers at one point dragged him by the handcuff and an expert 

opinion had to be obtained. His view was that under the circumstances, this was an 

acceptable technique, however officers should have gained better control of 

D1738 before they attempted to relocate him. Whilst the complaint was not 

upheld as the force was considered justified, recommendations were made 

about officers' training. Four escorts were interviewed, but not a 5th who left the 

escorting company. However, he wasn't the officer holding the handcuffs. The 

allegations were reported to the Police. 

69. D1747 - Prior to the Programme D1747 !, a Polish national, alleged on 20 June 

2017 he was assaulted by a DCO whilst he collected his medication at Brook House. 

[ D1747 complained the named DCO had verbally abused him in an obscene 

manner and hit him. The DCO claimed that he was fearful of being assaulted by_D1747

D1747 who had stood in close to him and pushed him away, the CCTV and 
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witness evidence, including that of a fellow resident of the centre showed that:- 01747 
• 

D1747 : was aggressive towards the DCO. It seems less clear what started the 

disagreement ;_._._._01747 claimed the DCO verbally abused him but none of the 

witnesses supported this, and the complaint was unsubstantiated. The incident was 

reported to Sussex Police. 

70. D1798 - Pre Panorama On 27 June 2017 I D1798 a national of Mali submitted a 

complaint alleging he had been assaulted. I note ten days passed before the 

complaint was tendered as he said he spent five days in his room at Brook House in 

pain and then was given the relevant form by an IMB member. I am not an authority 

on or responsible for complaint handling processes in Detention & Escorting 

Services, which sits with another official senior to me within that division but, I can 

say something of events from the time the investigation was commissioned. His 

actual complaint related to actions away from the establishment, namely at 

Heathrow and beyond.; D1798 made quite clear he did not wish to return to Mali. 

1 believe from the report he was cooperative with the Escorting Officers until he 

arrived at the aircraft when it was recorded that he refused to board. Events largely 

transpire away from Brook House as far as Casablanca and this seems to occur 

on/around the 17/18 June ____D1798___  medical records, according to the investigator, 

show he was seen by a nurse at reception on his return to Brook House IRC where 

he was given an appointment with the GP the same days.p .1798: ; did not attend that 

appointment but was subsequently seen by a doctor at Brook House the following 

day (19th) and prescribed ibuprofen and paracetamol, and therefore it didn't appear 

he was left untended. I do not propose to address events outside Brook House in 

detail, from my reading of events, but 1 D1798 was interviewed as were officers. 

The fact there was a physical confrontation is not in doubt. This incident was 

reported to the Metropolitan Police. 
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,._._._._._._._._._._._._._._. 
71. D2054 - Prior to the programme on 3 July 20171 D2054 i a Nigerian national, 

alleged that on 28 June 2017, he was subjected to an assault when being moved 

from his room at Brook House IRC, to reception to be given to escorting DCOs, for 

his return flight to Nigeria. He had been harming himself and had cuts from a razor. 

At one stage, he says, he was rendered unconscious. He said whilst detained he had 

been starved for five days, potatoes had been boiled in chemicals, but he had no 

choice but to eat the food. He says he was not treated properly for his self-harm 

injuries, nor his medication properly dealt with. The investigation had access to the 

accounts of D2054 ! Officers involved, records including Use of Force 

reports and those from Health Care, Body Worn Camera Footage, as well as 

witnesses. Examining all evidence, the investigator determined the use of force 

applied to prevent self -harm, following a refusal to leave his room for his removal 

was reasonable. This was proportionate to the circumstances. I see 

I D2054 said he had hit his head on the floor and was unconscious, but 

evidence seemed inconsistent with this, including video footage to the contrary. 

Contemporary medical records seemed to contradict accounts he submitted on other 

matters. There also seemed to be evidence i D2054 had eaten, but there seems 

to have been an issue about his dietary choices. This led to a recommendation, 

others were made including relating to the recording of information, but the central 

allegations were unsubstantiated. Altogether 4 staff were interviewed and 15 

testimonies examined. A telephone interview was conducted with l D2054 in 

Nigeria. The matter was reported to the Police. 

72. D2953 - D2953 j, a Bulgarian national, alleged he was assaulted by a 

DCM on 10, 11 and 16 June 2017. This first came to the attention of PSU in October 

2017, as he was being interviewed about a complaint dating from September from 

a separate establishment, that brought it to light. This led to PSU opening a new 
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investigation into the allegations at Brook House and, subsequently, a letter of 

complaint arrived from his solicitors. This outlined the June complaint. On 13 

November while the investigation was ongoing, G4S notified PSU the relevant 

DCM's employment with them had ceased due to an unrelated matter which they 

would not disclose, but his contact details were provided. He was interviewed as 

part of the investigation. The investigation found on the balance of probabilities it 

was likely the former DCM had assaulted During the investigation, 

the investigator liaised with the police and informed them of the findings. Coming 

to our finding, the investigator considered the accounts of the parties involved, 

policy, incident and security reports, Rule 40 logs and medical records and details 

of calls made by L._ D2953 to the G4S Equality Advisory Support Service 

(EASS), as well as reviewing the sections of the Panorama programme which 

highlighted the conduct of the DCM. The investigator found! D2953 had been 

consistent in his account both to the EASS and PSU and the account of 

more credible than that of the DCM. The complaint was 

substantiated. Recommendations were made including about complaints handling.

73 D3545/D326 - Prior to Panorama, in February 2017 D3545 a Jamaican 

national, complained that 5 days earlier, he was verbally abused, threatened and spat 

at by a named DCO. The incident occurred when D3545 l was returning from 

a visit and a search was to take place. The investigation found thatE D354.5 did 

not wish to be searched and there was confrontation. D3545 said, and 1 

understand CCTV showed, the DCO spat in his glove although not at him, which 

1._ D3545 perceived as offensive. The investigator did not conclude that the 

DCO had threatened [ D3545 having interviewed him and the officer 

concerned, viewed CCTV and spoken to four DCO witnesses. Notwithstanding the 
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fact that the central allegations were unsubstantiated, the investigation and indeed 

D3545 ; complaint, highlighted some general concerns about the officer's 

actions in this situation and his overall approach detailed in the report. 

Recommendations were made about the officer's conduct to Detention & Escorting 

Services. 

74. D3548 - Prior to the Programme in March 2017 a complaint was received from D3548 

L D3548 a Jamaican national, alleging he was assaulted with inappropriate force used 

against him. This was reported to Sussex Police. The background to this complaint, 

I understand, was an attempt to remove f D3548 !from the UK. The investigation 

established on the day in question ;-_D3548._.  refused to leave his room when DCOs 

arrived to collect him. No evidence was found to support [_ D3548 allegation 

that he was assaulted, rather it was concluded control and restraint techniques were 

used to gain D3548 compliance with instruction. There is reference to 

humiliation by his nudity, although it would seem, the investigator determined he 

presented on this occasion in a state of undress and did not wish to co-operate and 

dress. [b3848 : himself was interviewed about this complaint to give his side of 

events, as was a DCM present during this incident and equally, the investigator 

reviewed relevant information held by Brook House IRC including CCTV footage 

of events, Incident Reports, Use of Force Reports and medical records. It was 

unsubstantiated. 

Specific Queries 

75. I have been asked some residual questions on investigations. One is with respect to 

a specific interview, I am asked why Sara Edwards and Michelle Brown attended 

an interview together despite also being the subject of complaints. I believe that 

Michelle Brown attended an interview with Sara Edwards in the capacity of a 
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workplace colleague, or at least this is my reading as I was not the investigator or 

senior investigator or the subject of this investigation. Not being the SIO it is hard 

to know the nuances in this. It is outside of my direct knowledge and the officer is 

overseas so 1 could not say with absolute certainty. 

76. I am asked what steps were taken to obtain a statement from D1686 in the course 

of the investigation into allegations made by D1747. In this instance D1686 

D1686 :was approached and our records show he did not wish to be involved. Only 

the investigator would know for sure. I believe he has retired. 

77. I am asked why no mention is made in the outcome report relating to D1747' s 

complaint of the Panorama footage relating to Derek Murphy. Only the investigator 

would know the exact details, but it is likely they would have seen the footage, 

depending upon date of completion. It may be that he would have focused on the 

single incident at the time, and may not have elected to bring in evidence in relation 

to other events. In relation to the question of whether consideration was given to 

revisiting the report's findings after wider dissemination of the footage relating to 

Derek Murphy or the outcome report relating to D2953, a review of the case papers 

shows that in July 2017 these allegations were initially referred to the police. As 

part of their investigation I was led to believe the Police spoke with the complainant, 

viewed CCTV footage, and apparently concluded that the evidence did not support 

the complainant's version of events. It would seem the finding was that DCO 

Murphy was not at fault on this occasion. The PPO (amongst other routes) is a well 

established independent mechanism to review a case. With reference to D2953, this 

was substantiated of course and there was CCTV supporting the complainant not 

the DCO. 
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78. In respect of the initial investigation carried out by G4S in respect of the complaint 

made by D2953 _1, I understand the PSU was notified by G4S on 13 November 

2017 of the existence of this report and it was received the same day. I was led to 

believe this was in connection to whistleblowing in June. Whilst 1 assume our 

investigator did review the report, the PSU investigation would have been 

independent. 

79. The Inquiry asks for an explanation of some emails relating to this matter. The first 

mail (from myself) relates to our dissatisfaction that it seemed apparent (as had 

happened in this case) that some complaints from Brook House IRE had not been 

received into the PSU into a timely manner and that some complaints had been 

mishandled in that they were not handled in keeping with the relevant DSOs. In that 

specific case, whilst I do not recall the response that I received from DES, I suspect 

this would have been sincere concern because within the Department this is the 

norm following our intervention rather than the exception and I tend to recall 

exceptions rather than positive responses. However, I would be happy to comment 

further on any additional correspondence identified by the Inquiry which may 

refresh my memory, and can also approach DES and ask them to search Home 

Office records should the Inquiry so wish (this statement and the accompanying rule 

9 request have not been shared with DES). You will see in another case, concerning 

allegations made by D1538 (CJS003348), another colleague in PSU had raised the 

same concerns with another senior colleague in Detention & Escorting Services 

responsible for complaints and assurance. Somewhat naturally, this episode and 

others had been mentioned to my immediate senior, who wanted to understand the 

implications with respect to complaints. Further, I was keen we should record 

carefully and accurately how events had transpired. The other email involves Gill 

Foley who worked with or for Detention & Escorting Services, I believe in the field 
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of complaints but am unsure, and I am therefore unable to comment in any depth, 

but I can say our investigator had contacted her on the question of compensation, 

which is not for the PSU, and is for Detention & Escorting Services to address. She 

seemed to have wanted to ensure this was fully addressed by the appropriate team. 

80. I am asked to explain why no PSU investigations were carried out into allegations 

against Babatunde Fagbo and/or Shayne Munroe. In straightforward terms, in order 

to carry out such investigations we would have to be specifically commissioned. I 

can only say from case notes that Helen Wilkinson wished to speak to Mr Fagbo as 

part of the November 2017 commission, only to be told he had already been subject 

to a disciplinary investigation involving an incident with G4S. This and the 

departure of the other officer named was subsequently confirmed to the PSU. The 

dismissals occurred over time. This suggests earlier local investigations by the 

supplier. I regret I do not have any direct knowledge of those, but I know G4S were 

left to investigate their own employees alongside the Police, reporting back to 

Detention. 

Changes 

81. There have not been any significant changes in PSU' s policy, procedure or practice 

in relation to investigating complaints relating to Brook House between the relevant 

period and the present. With regard to the result of Covid-19 interviews with 

detainees, witnesses and officers have been conducted online. Although no longer 

the AD, I know where appropriate statements may be taken. In recognition that a 

single AD tasked to PSU affairs across the whole Home Office may not be 

appropriate a second has been added, the PSU's brief does not just cover some 

complaint investigations, but also some disciplinary investigations, grievances, 

leaks of official material added that year-and other matters. The PSU went on to 
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refresh its approach to training officers in 2019 and again 2021. I believe the 

complaints framework 3/15 remains extant, and expect Immigration Enforcement 

could confirm. I am aware in 2020 a new DSO was authored pertaining to the 

commissioning of investigations, and has been published by Immigration 

Enforcement. 

Statement of Truth 

I believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true. I understand that 
proceedings for contempt of court may be brought against anyone who makes, or 
causes to be made, a false statement in a document verified by a statement of truth 
without an honest belief in its truth. 

I am content for this witness statement to form part of the evidence before the Brook 
House Inquiry and to be published on the Inquiry's website. 

Name MARK HARTLEY-KING 

Signature 

S ■

M J Hartley-King 

Date 29 Oct 21 
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